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A Healthy Weight for Your Pet 

This “Cute” Habit Can Be Dangerous for Your Pet! 

Many dogs, and even some cats, have a fetish for licking their humans 

right after they’ve applied lotion or medicated cream to their skin. This 

presumably harmless habit can actually cause big problems for your pet. 

There are many types of lotions, ointments, creams and topical           

medications that can make your pet sick, or even desperately ill, if         

ingested. Products containing hydrocortisone or zinc oxide, triple-

antibiotic creams, antifungal creams, and muscle rub creams can cause 

mild symptoms such as stomach upset to more serious symptoms like 

stomach ulcers and GI tract damage. To be on the safe side, it’s best to 

consistently discourage this type of licking so that no matter the situation, 

your pet won’t be tempted to lick. 

Unfortunately, cases of overweight adult animals are on the rise due to the 

busy lifestyles that their human companions lead. It is not uncommon 

these days to see a pet left inside roaming the house, while her humans 

are at work. Older pets are a bit more sedate and might prefer to laze 

around during the day, waiting for their human friends to come home. Add 

to that the high calorie treats that are on the market and you have a recipe 

for an overweight pet.  

What can you do to help your dog return to or maintain a healthy weight? 

First and foremost you should discuss this with your veterinarian. He will 

know your pet and his history and needs far better than anyone else.  

Secondly, make sure your pet is getting the nutrition he needs. You don’t 

have to take the fun out of giving treats to your pets, but as with humans, 

everything in moderation. Finally, make sure you make arrangements for 

your pet to get sufficient exercise during the day. Several 10-15 minute 

walks or play time per day will go a long way to making sure that your pet 

is happy, healthy and fit. And if you ever need help meeting your pet’s   

exercise needs, give Professional Pet Sitting Etc. a call!  

http://www.profpetsit.com/
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Why Do Cats and Dogs Have Whiskers?  

Although cats and dogs clearly relish cleaning morsels of food off their 

whiskers, the long hairs have other purposes, from sensing things close 

to their face to communication.  

The primary function of whiskers is to aid with vision, especially in the 

dark, by providing additional sensory information - much like antennae on 

other creatures.  

Although it's often called “tactile hair,” the whisker itself cannot feel       

anything. Instead, objects that brush up against a whisker cause it to     

vibrate, which then stimulates the nerves in the hair follicle. This explains 

why the scientific name for whiskers is vibrissae, which derives from the 

Latin word, vibrio, meaning “to vibrate.”  

Cats use their facial whiskers to determine if they can fit into narrow 

spaces, and the whiskers on their legs may aid them in sensing prey or 

climbing trees.  

Whiskers serve a similar purpose in dogs: Nearly 40 percent of the       

canine brain can detect when something touches a dog's face, especially 

the region where the whiskers are located.  

Dogs and cats can also sense something even if it doesn’t actually touch 

a whisker. For example, a pet in a dark room can pick up on the fact that 

there's a wall nearby because of a change in air currents.  

Some whiskers, especially those above 

the eyes, can also protect a pet from 

getting poked by long grasses and    

other objects.  

The position of the whiskers can also 

clue you in to the mood of an animal. 

For example, felines may fold their 

whiskers back to say, “Stay away.”  
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Cat’s Shouldn’t Be Left Home Alone! 

Over half of U.S. cat owners feel it’s fine to leave their feline friends alone 

at home while they’re away. But what if your cat, home alone, gets sick? 

Who will tend to him? Another consideration is your cat’s diet. The only 

food that can be safely left in your kitty’s bowl during your absence is kib-

ble, as fresh or canned food will spoil. And what about that litter box? 

Cats don’t like dirty litter, and if her box isn’t scooped at least once daily, 

your kitty may acquire a habit of doing his business in inappropriate            

locations. Many vets recommend to have someone visit daily while you’re 

away to feed your cat, scoop the litter box, and insure your pet is eating 

and appears healthy, as well as offer your kitty love and affection.              

Professional Pet Sitting Etc. does just that!  

This is Your Cat’s Brain… This is Your Cat’s Brain on Catnip  

Does your kitty dig catnip? If yes, you’re surely familiar with the            

entertaining reactions cats have when given a bit of the herb. Cats under 

the influence of catnip perform a number of telltale behaviors, such as 

sniffing and chewing the catnip container, shaking their heads,              

repeatedly kicking their hind legs, drooling, and walking around as if they 

are drunk. 

 According to veterinary behaviorists, the displays kitties on catnip       

perform suggest the herb has an excitatory effect on the areas of the 

brain that control appetite, and also predatory and sexual behavior.  

Studies suggest the chemical in catnip has an 

opium-like action, but it is harmless and         

non-addictive for kitties, and can even help    

promote peace between feuding cats. It also has           

analgesic properties that may help cats with 

painful conditions, similar to the way marijuana 

relieves discomfort for some people.  

http://www.profpetsit.com/
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Do-It-Yourself Dry Shampoo for Your Extra Stinky Pets! 

It’s a fact of life - sometimes our dogs, and even our cats, smell - like,    

really smell. But even if they stink after a few hours outdoors or a roll in 

the grass, they’re not necessarily dirty, so why go through the hassle of a 

full-fledged bath? After all, you don’t want to over-bathe your pooch or 

subject your cat to the terrors of a bath. So, whip up a simple, quick and 

easy batch of dry shampoo to get rid of the stink. And a few added        

bonuses - it’s non-toxic, eco-friendly and super cheap!  

Supplies Needed:   Baking Soda    A container  

     Essential oil (lavender is always nice!)  

Fill your container with approximately ¼ cup of baking soda. Add a few 

drops of essential oil. Add another ¼ cup of baking soda and top off with a 

few more drops of oil. Adding the oil in layers helps it get dispersed evenly 

throughout. Stir it up, then put the lid on. And voilà! Yep, it’s as easy as 

that!  

To use, simply sprinkle onto your stinky pet, thoroughly rub it in to his fur, 

down to the skin. Let it sit for a few minutes, then brush it all out. To make 

sure all of the powder has been brushed out, run your hand through your 

pet’s fur opposite from the direction of growth. If you feel grittiness, keep 

brushing. Once done, you’ll have a super sweet smelling fur baby with 

very little effort, and your four-legged friend will likely love the special     

attention!  

Animal Idioms ~ Did You Know…? 

 The phrase "it's raining cats and dogs" was born in Germany in the 

17th century. When storms flooded the streets, dogs and cats were   

often pulled into the currents.  

 “There’s more than one way to skin a cat” isn’t about felines at all 

(thank goodness!). The reference is actually about preparing catfish to 

cook, as their skin is tough. 


